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1PREFACE
This thesis is designed to present, in a form suitable
for use in classes of Sophomores or Juniors, a purely analytic
treatment of the general problem of the metric classification of
ccnics and quadrics, leading up to the simple rule for determining
the coefficients of the reduced equation, which is given by Brom-
wich in his book on "Q.uadratic Forms and their Classification by
means of Invariant Factors."
The plan was suggested by a course of lectures on solid
geometry, given by Professor Chas. 1^. Haskins at the University
of Illinois in 1908-09, and much of the material is due to him.
Theorem 3 of Chapter I. is fundamental to the whole
treatment, and the demonstration here given is an obvious improve-
ment over that given by Bromwich. The results stated in Chapter
IV. are believed to be new and will appear in a forthcoming number
of the Annals of Mathematics.
For the reading of the thesis, such knowledge of determi-
nants and linear equations as is contained in the first five
Chapters of BScher's Introduction to Higher Algebra is presupposed.
Chapter I. is designed to furnish simple proofs of such
theorems from the theory of det enninant s as are essential to the
reading of the chapters following, but which are not ordinarily
familiar to the student who has had merely an introductory course
in determinants.
George Rut ledge.
University of Illinois.
May, 1910.
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CHAFTER I.
ISTROrUCTORY.
!• It Is the purpose of this introductory chapter to present
foraal proofs of certain trell-lmoTTn theorems ^rhich vjill find fre-
quent application In the following pages*
OP A LINEAR SUBSTITUTION OR A CUADRATIC KlWi AHB ON
ITS DETER:JINAJ5T.
Thoorerr. I.Let tfte hoaop:eneous quadratic fora. f (x
= ^^fiiK^c'^K*^ trans fomod ^ tlie linear suhsti tutlon.
Xt^^K^i^yK (ial,2,.,.,n), bQCQinlng ^(y, , . . . ) ^ ^.^^cx^^^y^.
,
end denote the dotorralnfants. a„ • • • a,^ 1„ • • • 1,^ o<„ • • • cA,„
• • » • • • • • •
8^,« • • a^^ 1^„ nl • • • oC_
re_spectlvely, by a,l,(X, Then (X sriV
^(y, »y^»---,y. )=^.^KacJ^4i.y. )(^.V,y^ )
-^-^f y^ y^ ^< RiAA** Hence of,,t8 ^.^^a,
The dotenainant of the transforcied quadratic fora is, accordingly:
1 :^ a 1
• • •

This determinant is the product,plurans by columns, of the deter-
minants:
A 1
1
• • •
• « •
- ft n 1. 1,.
1., 1..
• • • 1,.
The first of these, in turn, is the product, rows by rows, of the det-
erminants: a„ • • • a,^
• • •
S-,,.* • • a„
1„ . • • 1,
• • •
1„. « • • 1^
We may add, as an immediate consequence of the form of the
determinant, CX , the following theorem:
Theorem 2.T_f a.^=a^j^ ( i ,k=l, f?, . . . ,n ) , thenOC ~ Q^^^ ( r > sal . 2 n
)
For, CX
- o 1 1 =
all
There is , moreover, a relation "between minors of the same
order of the determinants, o< and e, which is of the highest import-
ance in the solution of the problem in hand, This relation was first
pointed out by Sylvester**. It may be stated as an extension of The-
orem 1, as follows }
Theorem 3. I f the transformation is non - singular
, that is,
if 1\0, any minor of & is b, linear function of minors of the same
ojvder of« conversely any minor of i£ ^ linear function of
minors of the same order of a .
,
—
-
— —
Sylvester, Phil ,.*.Tag.
,
ser, a, vol . 1, 1^ 51 , p. ^05; Coll . Papers, vol . 1, p. '^'^ 1
Bromwich, Quadratic Forms and their Classification by ^'eans of
invariant factors. Cambridge, 190<5. p,V>2»

Corresponding to an arbitrary p-ninor of a, obtained by del-
eting rows, end coluinns,^!^,,52i, . . • consider the tT7o
following quadratic fonnsj
• • •
-f-V, ^ 1^, y, y.,-^ \ y, y,,,-^ ... + i^,y, y,^
-^^..y. y. ^ l,,.y. y..,-^Vy. y,,,-^ . . . -^l^jr, y
-^c<;,y^y, +a^y, y^-^
•^i^,y.^y,^i^X.y^-^
^i<.x.y,^ii-y.a^ +
4-
-^0i^,y«^j^ ^i^^^^y.^
. • .
-^0
-h
• • •
-^a^,
x^,
3c,^. . . -^a^^x,^ x^, ^ . . . ^ a^,^x^ x^;-. . . ^a^,x^ x, x^^ x^,, .
. • •
+ a,^,x,^x,^.
.
.^a^^^x^^x^^^. .
.
^ y^/^;- • --^^p^^^^
V* • • +a„^x„x^^+. . . a„^x„x^;-. . .^-a.^x^T -K)
+0
-h» . . -f- x^,x^ -f-. . . •^0 -^. ..+0
-K)
-^0
-h,..^ x,,^x^+-. ..+0 +0 • • •
-^h^. y.
-HI
. . • -K)
+
-f-0
-^0
It is evident that the linear substitution,
x-a^^l^^y^ (i=l,2, . . . ,n ) ; x-sy^ (i=n^l,n-r?, . . , ,n-»-p), ^ill trans-
form the second quadratic form into the first.

Denote the doterralnants of these tv/o quadratic foras,and of the
trensfornstion, rcspectlv<?ly,by o(',a' ,and 1 .Evidently, the doterciin-
ant a* is either equal to the arbitrary p'^^r-dnor of a originally
chosen, or at most differs from it in algebraic slgn.The determin-
ant (X • is nothing other than the detorainant cx bordered by p rows
and p oolurans of elements from the deteminsnt l,f»nd is consequent-
ly a polynomial of degree 2p in the bordering quanti tiesjmoreover,
every p'^^'minor ofocis the coefficient of Pt least one tQvm of this
polynomial*. Again 1* is either equal to l,or at most differs from
it in algebraic sign. Then, since, in accordance ^ith Theoren 1.,
(X»»a»l*^, it appears that an arbitrary p'^'^mlnor of a is a linear
function of p^^minors ofcA.
Moreover, conversely, since 1^0, the equations of transforation
can be solved for yc(«»l,S,...,n),and then by the part of the theorem
already established, any p'^'' minor of oMs a linear function of the p^''
minors of a.
It should be noted that this theorem establishes the fact
that the rank of a quadratic form is not changed by non-singular
linear transformations.
3. PRODUCT OP DETEkMlIlMTc;. Having given t'^.'o determinants,
a,i • . « a,f-,
• • .
B^Jf • • • B,t
b„ • • • b,^
bf,, • • • b,.
Which we denote, respectively, by a and b, and their products.
C„ • • . Q/^
...
C^, • • . C^^
<tr • • •
• •
• • •
respectively, rows by rows, and columns by columns, which we denote by
and r, we wish to examine these product determinants.
Bocher, Higher Algebra, New York, 1907. ,p,S9., Th.^.

.*9* !i
Obviously, if we choose en arbitrary rainor of 0, whose princip-
al diagonal is c^^c^. ...c <,this lalnor has for its gonoral element.
c^, , the row of the matrix
and the j^^row of the matrix
• • •
• • •
combined in the manner required in multiplying deter:ninants.
We spoak of the ainor as the product, rows by rows, of these
two aatrices** Concerning such a product, we have the followlnp- the-
orem t
Theorem ^. The product. rows by rows«of two matrices. f^ltl-)
each n oolunins and ^ rovTs . (n^n ).is eouel to the sun of the products,
of the minors of the mj^ order of the one matrix respectively wj th
the hoTsologout minors of the other matrix .
Let the matrices be
a,, a,^ • • • a,„
• •
'
b„ b,^ • • • b,^
b,. b,_ ... b^
2.r XT-
b^, b.„^ . . • b.
Then, evidently, their product, rows by rows, may be expressed as
the sun of n determinejits of the form:
??. ft
«. e
where {^,^ ... , represents en arrangement of the integers,
l,??,...,n, taken a at a tine, where any integer may be repeated any
number of ^l-nes. But we note that vrhenever there is repetition of
en int-^ger in a particular arrangement, the corresponding determln-
Pascal, Die Letcmlnanten, Leipzi^r, 1^00, p.!?7 ; p.'^O.

ant is identically zero. Accordingly, the sim of n determinants ex-
pressing the product of the matrices reduces to a sum of
mj n(n-l) ... (n-m-nl) determinants.
Consider first the sum of the mj determinants corresponding
j
to the mj permutations of a fixed group of indices ... ,
I {4>i^<l>^^ ' <7C)»The absolute value of the determinant of the a's
is constant for the group. It is clear,moreover, that a permutation
of cf>, J 4i, ... , which involves p inversions of order may he ob-
1
tained from 0^ , ci» ••• » P interchanges of adjacent indices,
and that this corresponds to p interchanges of columns in that det-
erminant of the a*s which has the indices^, ... ,^,in natural
order. Consequently, thesum of the mJ determinants corresponding to
the group of indices, ... , ^, may be written :
' a,^^ ... a,^^
...
I
a«,^^ ...
I
This is, however, the product of two homologous minors of the two
1 given matrices. If now v/e consider the n(n-l ). . . (n-m-*-!) possible
1 mj
|i
groups of indices, we obtain the sum of the products of the homol-
;
ogous minors of the m^^ order of the two matrices, as the theorem
' requires.
Corollary . Theorem. ^ remains, true if for the word rows we
substitute the word columns and vice versa .
||
All that is necessary to sdaiDt the demonstration of Theorem 4
' to the corollary, is to interchange rows and columns in the matrices
and to note that this involves merely an interchange of rows and
columns in their minors of the m%rder.The product determimnt is
unchanged, and hence the demonstration of Theorem 4 appliet>.
...
. .
... a
' *
•
...
b^^^ ... b^

We ere nov,- in s position to steto a theorem of fundamental
inport^nce in tho devolopsnont of the n:xt - action.
Theorem ri . The surn oC r11 '"ho
,
?rinci^al minors of or<^or of
S. equal to the eyan of ell the prlnciog.l triinors of orr'er n of |7
Qapv^ surn beige: equal to the ^^m of tfio products of elX rjlr.prs of
order m. of rest>ectively wj th the horaolop:ou£ ninors of b
.
This theorf?T:»- states, for the special case, rn«n, the fact that
C»/7ln general, v7e note that any principal minor of C or offals n
product, rows by rov/8,if of C,ooluTsns by columns, if of ,of honolop;-
ous TT^P-trioes of a and b. This product, in turn, is, by Theorem ^ p.nd
Corolli^ry, *^quBl to tho sum of the produ'^ts of all the minors '*>f or-
der m of the one nstrix, respectively -^'ith the horiologous ninors of
th'5 other, fro-i vrhich fact the theorem follows et onC3»
A,hr.ALl'n OF THE TxOOTS 0? THE SECULAR ECUATiOH, The equation
In y. m w m
^ j^-^ • • •
a.
"HI
a ->
:0, Where a^,=p,,.
is of considerable importance in geometry and mechanics. This eq-
uation has only real roots. Thn first simple proof of this fact,
according to ?asoal,'<7as j^iven by Sylvester.
Lot the p.bovo dotominant bo denoted, in '\mctionn.l notation,
by f(-N).v:e then '•om the product, f ( A ).f(-^), that is.
a„-/-> a
a.. a
a a.
a • .
• . . a.^ a
-i-i
. . .
a^^-\ ... a«.M
Pascal, Die Detertr.inenten, p.nfi.
f£ylvester,Phil.!4eg. ,3er.^, vol.4,1852,p.l38; Coll. Pap'^rs, vol.1, p. 37R
li Fasoal, P-S4«

If "7e carry out this mul tiplicetion , rows by ro?rs,we obtpin:
-A'
^'if^^ c,.,, • • • C/
_ \
Where c. =^.e;,R^: .
The simplicity this product, in that A occurs only in the ele-
ments of the principal diagonal, is an immediate consequence of the
fact that
^i/r^^pfi •
Let us suppose this determinant developed in ascending Tiowers
of (-^). The constant terra will evidently be expressed by nutting
AaO in the above determinant; that is, it is simnly the square of
the determinant of the a's when we have put At=0. Let us denote the
determinant of the c's in which we have putA=0, end the determin-
ant of the a's in v;hich v/e hcve T)utA-0, resDectively by C pnd A.
We have then C=A as the constant ter"". of the equation, f( A). f("'-X)wO,
In order to determine the other coefficients of this equation, we
imagine that to each element of the product determinant which is
not a principal element, a zero is added, so that the whole deter-
minant tekes on the form of a determinant with binomic.l elements.
This determinant can then be expressed gs the sum of n" determin-
ants in v.'hich (-A) occurs only in columns, the remainder of whose
elements are O's. Then it is at once evident, on developing these
determinants in terms of the minors of columns containing (-/),
that the coefficient of (-X) -vill be the sun of the principal min-
ors of order (n-1) in the determinant C; that the coefficient
(-A) will be the sum of the principal minors o'" order (n-f^) in the
determinant C, and so on: and finally, that the coefficient of i-X)
will be unity.
i3ut Ois the product, rows by rows, of A by itself, and hence

-.0-
it apT5ears, '^roTTi Theorem 5, that the oquation, r( )v}.f(-\)«0, nay
be written?
c -»-o,(-\)-pc^(-r) ... ^^('^^^-f- -f- (-})''^'^f
;vhere, C = A,
=• the c\m of the squares of the ^irst minors of A,
0^=; the suTi of the squeres of the second ninors of A,
C^- the surn of the sci.uares of the p"^^ ninors of A.
Then, C ,C^, ... sre all positivf^ nnnhf^rs.
it is clenr that eny value o" A •/hi eh satisfies the ecuation,
ff-^)=0, also satis^es the equation, f( )\ ), f f-^)^'^,l3ut this latter
equation cannot he satisfied by a pure imaginary o^ the for!n,q^^-l7
because then,'7l^qT a^-ci introduction of this value in the equa-
tion, leads to a sum of positive numbers ,"7hich cannot be zero.
Neither can a value of ^ of the complex form,r)+a^ , satisfy
the equation, "(-^=0, because, if '7e put
a, - p = a; ; a^- P = C »
the determinant
• • •
• • •
• • • •
a'• • •
must then be zero ^or^=q/-^r,7rhich we have seen to be impossible.
It should be noted that here '.ve have not only sho\vn that the
equation, f( ~^):^0, can have only real roots, but ''re computed the co-
efficients of the closely related equation, f( ^).f(-\)=0.

CHAPTER II.
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REDUCTION 0? THE OEKERAL EQUATION 0? A QUADHIC TO STANDARD FORM,
5.E77FCT OP AN ORTHOGONAL SUBSTITUTION, Consiaor the QUf»drfttic
fora, ^^^^a.^x, (TThcre a^^^e,^^ ),ln which It way be written,
f(x, ,x^,x,)=^,^^n,,x, x^^f?i,a,^x,^a^which is the -nost gonoral
form of an expression of the second degrf?e in three variables.
Suppose ^e transform this expression by the linear substitu-
tion, :^^^\,y,^li^ (i^l,-,'')
obtaining, !7Cy, ,y^ ,y,)^ ^^i^^^.y^y^-^- ^^o^y^ (Theorems 1 and ^?).
Then, 0(^,r'.^^^^,^\.xr%^.^i^^ir\s-*-^^^^ •
But l^^sl^rri^tsO; hence, for rsl,r>,'', s«l,r»,^, o^^r a. 1. 1
That is, the minor, A^, is transformed precisely as if it '.7ere the
determinant of the homogeneous quadratic form, . a^.^x^
,
this forrs being subieotod to the linear transforniation,
Xi-^A-,yK (i-i,^','^).
Hence ^e nay state at once sorr^.e important theorems. As a con-
eequence of Theorem l,w© have?
-non-
Theorem 6. Let the ^honopreneous Quadratic fom«
f (3c, ,x^,X3 )^:^.^^B,^x, x.^S^ia^x^-^a^^be transformod biL tlie lin-
ear substitution, x^ « ^A>y«^ "^i-f- ^ i~l» ^ ) > becoming!:.
P(y, »y^»y5 > ^ ^.^..^^.y^- ys-^- ^o^^^y^-^-0(^ aM denote the deter77^j,nants,
resnootively . by a.l.oC..0<„ • • •
• • • 7 Iv l*xlj.l • • .
• • 'it4 1-J/ lj«.11^
Then. ^>^=a ir QPdL. ^^/^A^l"^*

And as a consequence of Theorem ^, we •'nay add!
Theorem 7. if l^'^
,
any minor of o< is, a linear function of
minors of the same order of a. and conversely ; moreover^ any^ minor
of fl^is a linear function of minors of and conversely .
We may, in particular, suppose 1 to "be orthogonal*'"and of value,-4;
then, from Theorems 6 and 7, we have the following
j
Theorem R . The value and the rank of the determinant of a gua -
dric. and the value and the rank of the doterminant of its homogene-
QMS
^
part . are absolute invariants v(i th regard to translations and
rotations of the ouadric . I
6.DETEMIMATI0M 0? THE REBUClNa SUBSTITUTION WHKM THE HOOTS .
0? THE REDUCING CUBIC ARE DISTINCT. When the non-homogeneous quad-
ratic form,f(x ,x ,x )^^.^ a x^^ 8 i. ©..x./-a^is subjected to
the linear transfonnation, x.»i^l.^y^ {i=»l,2, ), j!
a^^ remains unchanged, \
3
2^. a.^x^ gives rise to linear terms only,
3 3 .
li
^.^^a^.^x. x^ gives rise to quadratic terms only,
j
If, then,v;e can detorraine an orthogonal substitution, x \^y^ (i^l,
8,3),*.7hich will reduce the form, a x x , to a sum of positive
\
and negative squares,^© can remove the cross-products from the eq-
uation of the quadrlc by a pure rotation.
The determination of such an orthogonal substitution is simple
enough, as we shall show, when *he roots of the equation,
»0 are distinct.
^3.
Pascal, p. 1^7; Staude,Anal« J'^om.des Punktes,. .
.
,Leipzig, 1005, p, 17?,

This specif."' ceso of th(? seculcr eauetion is knowi ps the reducing
cubic, ''or reasons '.7hich '.vill be nt once obvious. Wo havo soon that
the roots of this equation are all real«Let us suppose that thoy are
distinct, and denote them by \, V, 1^,
j
Let us then set up the equations, ii
]j
'![
^^//l/^-'-S/J-^-S SmI-jj^ /^jl'S
a,, 1,5 + a^J^^ ^ n.73lj3 ~ >3li-j
Those ere systems of honog-ncous linear ocuetions,^ith the deter-
minant of the systc-m^in erch case, equal to zero. Hence each system
has a iiolution other than a sot of zeros. l^oreover, since oeoh sys-
tem of equations deternines only a proportionality amon^ the three
I's v^hich it involves, '7e cr^n so d-^teraine the l*s that they will
satisfy, not only the three giv^^n systems of equations, but also,
IrT^ O- C« 1
J;; t- 1
Under the particular linear transfom^tion, the determinant
of which is formed by the I's just detemined,
I
f(x, ,x^,X3 )=^^,,a,^x,x^--^='^^a.^x^^a^,goe8 over into
•^-^
^.^^ a.Av Vx= ^ihr o.v1hJ» 1., K'^i^

= a. 1 1 =
/ «- / >< '^'f ix K3
^ 1 ^ a . 1 « ^,1 > 1
^-1. ^ a. ^1.
We have, accordinf^ly,by Theorem 5,
Whence, cy;^= oc^, = cx'^ « o(^ts o,
and since 1
.
1.
-^1
. 1 .^1. l.wl for i«1 , =0 for iT^l,
'L ij y J ^ ' /
«•
»
the deterninent of thf? transformation is orthogonal? (*^Ref.p.ll/
Whether its value is -f-l, or -1, depends laerely on the ord^r
of the roots trhich we designate by A, \»
7. EivISTENCE OF THE REDUCIKG SUBSTITUTION WHEN THE RFDUCINO
CUBIC HAS MULTIPLE ROOTS. Let one root of the reducing cubic be
Then let p,',pJ,,P3', be determined by the equations,
a p* a D* a p* =5 ^,p'
»^,P,' a p* a p' « ), p*
a, p * a p ' a, T> • =s \ p •
If P^',p^',p^', ore to be eloraents of an orthogonal dctemin-
ant,the remaining six elements must be so chosen as to satisfy the
following conditions?
p?p* p'p' p'p",^r^• r,•T^• r, • p t «
i, ' 31-
T5*P' p'p* P*T)' =
p'p* P*p* p*p* =
Now D*,p*,D*, are not all zero. SuTipose p* ^ 0, ^e then choose
D*,p*, in such a '.vay that
D* P*

Thon p* io dot^rrained by th^ se'^ond onuation, and frorn the
linearly indeppndont*equationsi
P • P • P * P • 4- T) • ^ • « have
p' p»
•
K
p*
>-3 P*
•
P'
33
If now,T7e divide
p;, ,pj, ,p;, , each by fp*\^r^'
Vl »P.V»^,'^> «?ach by '/pZ^fP^^^
we obti?in a new set of p's satisfying the six equations we have
set up, nanelyt
a„ p„ -*- a^p^, + a,^p,, ^ AP,,
P.. ^3.?., ^aP^, ^ APar8
P„P.^+P„P.. + P5,P,^*
P. P,3+ P.,P.,-^P„P33 '
P,.P/3 + P..Px3-^P.^P3. = ^
and aoreover, satisfying also the equations?
pc; •as 1
n
' 11.
ts
1
Therefore the determinant of this new set of p's is orthogonal.
Let us now determine what happens to
^3 5
f ( X, , x^, a,^x, ^,a,,x. a^^, under the orthogonal
transformation of v/hich the above is the determinant.
Bocher, Higher Algebra, p.*?^, /l'^. Theorem 1.
"^Bochorjp.^?, (Tl'^f Thooren 4,

-15.
As we have before noted, under such a trans foraetion,
a^^ remains unchanged,
3
2^;a,vX^ gives rise to linear teras only,
^^a^.^x^ gives rise to ouadritic terms only.
We shall be interested, then, only in the hcraogeneous quadratic part
of the new form. We will designate this by ^^^^O^y^' y^'
The determinant of the homogeneous quadratic T)n.rt of the
is. then >
\
(X*
(V 1
3*.
It is evident that, under the seme transformation, the form,
S a. X. -/ (x^^x'Vx^), the determinant of v^hich is
a->
a., a
goes over into a form, the determinant of which is
<-> (Xl,
By Theorem 0, these two determinants are equal for ell values of ^
Therefore the two roots of the reducing cubic besides A^, whether
distinct from ^^,or not, are contained in the equation,
=
Let A^'be a root of this equation, end let q* ,q* ,be determined

by the Gonetions!
OC' Q* -KX»r!» ^ An t
If
^iv^'^-aV''
*° elcTnents of an orthogonal determinant
of the second order, the other tv?o elements must he so chosen es to
eetisfy the condition.
Now o*,a* .ere not both zero. Gu'>T>ose q*^ 0. Te then choose ^J^^^
end q^*^ is determined by the above equet.on. If* now, ve divide
qj^ , '5ach by ^q^;:
we obtein a new set of s, satisfying the three equations "^e set
up, namely:
o(.! q_-^o(!, q, « \^33
and 'moreover., estisfying also,*he equations:
q -f- o 1
Therefore the detemlnsnt of these q*s is orthogonal.
Under the orthogonal transforrnstion,
the fom, ^
of which is
3 -3
cy^*^ y^» , £^oes over into a "orrrijthe determinant
A.
>^
^33

?,^or©ovor, since by reasoning enployed ebove,tV>o equation, ji
0(3^- X= ,
j
contains the third root of the reducing cubio.v/h-'ther distinct
|
fron end /1^,or not,v/o have
finally, since a succQGSion of orthogonel tr^ns^^ormBtions is
equivalent to an orthogonal Iranoforrnation r;hose determinant is
;
the product of the detex*ninants of tho succession of transfomations
there exists an orthogonal transfortnation
,
x^^^^l.^y^ {'1=1,-,'^/
,
which \7ill transform, f (x^ )=^i^^^c.^x. x,^^2 :fea^x.-^-a^^.
The VRlue of the determinant of this transformation nay always be
made +l,for the order of the last two colunne of the determinant
of the p*c is entirely arbitrary , and a change in the sign of the
determinant of the p*s ^viil change the sign of the product*
It should be noted that we have not in any T/ay restricted
X> V, )v^f to values different fron zero. Evidently, in order that
the original quadratic fona breal' do'?r. Into an expression in less
than three variables it is necessary p>nd sufficient that the red-
ucing cubic he.ve one or more zero roots.
8. DF.Tj'HMinATIOK 07 ?HT- EFDUCING GUBG?I?U':"IOK ^'HTT} TIJE
ItEDUCi:,'C- CUEIC HAS ^*'JLTIPLF ROOTS, V?e h>wo sr^'n that thrre «lr?e.ys
exists e dctcr-^iinoble ort':0£onal substitution, th<" d'^terminant of
which has the vn>.lue -f-/,"/hioh •.7ill transform
f (x,
,
,x^ )^ ^. a,^x, x^-f 2 ^.R.^x,f-a^^
into F(3^, y^,y^ W \y,^/ly>/ly>"^rOC=^y^+a^^
As a matter of fact .the same oouations '^hich determine this
Pascal, p.ir.o ; Dochor, p«60#

substitution vfh n tho roots of the reducing cubio ere distinct ,
also dcterr.ine it ivhcn the reducin^r '^.ubic has '•.mltii:»le roots, as we
shall now lihov.'-,
I** -the reducing substitution is ^i'^^^ot^n ,
we have
^ ^ fi. 1, 1, - - 0^,-
Carrying out the sumetion .vith respect to i, this is
l,,(^,C,,l,y) +l3j^^.Vl^^) « CX^-
This is a systcni o** non-honogcneous linear fjquotlons, the deteirain-
fnt of -hDce coefficients hcs the value -^1, Cincf>0(^- for r=s;
for r?^E, the solution is,
£ince the deteminf-nt,!, the I's is orthogonnl, 1*1-.-^ L^-^,p,nd
a .Si \-\- » » T -r: / 1 . • 1 /- 1 ' .
"^^K^IK-HJ y 'J ' ^^f('lH-l<J ) ' ' f J/ ^
But these are nothing othf?r than the equations used to det-
cnr.ine the reducing cubs ti tut ion .Then the roots of the reducing
cubic are distinct.
H*=nce if \, \, r.re not distinct, the s'^t of these er-
uptions corresponding to r ^nultiple root must heve e. number of
linee.rly independent solutions equal to the multiplicity of the
root. The determine tion of the reducing substitution, then, in any
CBse , rests on the solution of the reducing cubic, and the subsequent
solution of the nine oquetfns of (p. If?), involving; /\ , \, \.
pascal, p, 157 ,
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Q.ET.K'ENTARY DIVISORG. In disscussing the solution of the
set of epuations corresponding to a nnltiple root of the reducing cub-
ic, in the drteraination of the reducing substitution, it is conven-
ient to '"onsider certain invariants of a pair of quadratic forms.
Let A end B bo two cuedratic ^oras. Let the determinant of
the family of foras, ( A-^S), be denoted by |a-^d!. If, imder a non-
singular linear substitution, A end E, become A' and B*, it is clear
from Theorem 6, that |A-)iB| and (a-Xb''^ cen differ only by a factor
which is independent of A • Hence if ( a, )^'is e factor of
/a-^B lit is also a fector of Ia-M7 , end conversely*
Moreover, fi-on Theorem v^e see at once that if ( X- A, )^'i8
e factor of all the first ninors of !a-\b| , it is rIso a factor
of all the first minors of (A*-fe*(
,
and conversely.
The same argument can be applied to minors of any order, rnd
it folloi7s that the sequence of indices,
representing respectively the hi;^hest power of the fector, ( X~ A^),
contained in th?^ determinant
, Ia-^bI , in all its ^irst rsinors, in
all its second sinors, and so on, is the senje for the two deterrnin-
ents, fA-X*if and }a^}3*^ •
That is, the factor, ( ^~ , and the sequence of indices,
are invariants under any non-singular linear substitution applied
to the family of forms.
The differences,
e a k - k
,
e^a ir - k , • • . , e^K k
(k
^
being the first index in the sequence of k*s which is zero)
are kno^m as the elementary divisors* to the base ( ^) of the
B^cher, p. 270 •

-so-
detorainant of the family of forms.
Let us now oonslder the family of '^orras.
3
^£ 8. X.
the determinent of Which is ij
A(>) =
We have seen that under^certain determinable orthogonal sub-
stitution applied to the above family of forms, this determinant
goes over into
A(\) = A-X
where \, \, are the roots of the reducing oubic end f^re not nece-
ssarily distinct.
j
Suppose \is a Ir-fold root of P.(^) =0. It is also then a k^-fold
root of A (X) «0. All principal first minors of A(\) obtained by
striking out a row and column i^hich intersect in ( X^- ^ ) will have
( A - \)'^ as a factor and no higher novjer of ( X-Af)» while all
other **irst niinors will either vanish identically or contain (
as a factor. Similar considerations apply to the aecond rainors*
Hence the elementary divisors of and consequently of A^^)
are all linear.
We now note that '^tien we substitute for A in A( A ), \, \^ X»
we obtain respectively the determinants of the three sets of hom-
ogeneous linear equations of jfe.
Suppose /^^is a double root of the reducing cubic, A( A) sso.
Then ( is a factor of the detenninent, A'A )• How from the

fact that the elementary divisors of A( \ ) are ell lineer, it fol-
lows that ( \ - is a factor of all the first riinors of A( A )»
but not of all the second ainors. That is, the determinant, Af \^),
Is of rank ?-2, and hence the system of equations corresponding to
^^has two linearly independent solutions.*
Similar conside»-itions apply in case \ is a 3-fold root.
We nay now freneralize the statement at the close of //fi, as
follows:
Whether the value of the determinant of the reducing substi-
tution is +1 or -1, depends merely on the order of the linearly
independent solutions which ve designate as corresponding toA„A^,X^
these roots not being necessarily distinct.
10. FIMiM SIMPT.i?ICATION. Having reduced the for:?.,
^,^^e,^X,x^+ -^^e.^x-^a^^ , to the ^orm,
\y,'^'/V-!^iy?-20C/j;-^2(^4+2O^^^/3 -f- a^, we can effect a still <*urther
simplification, provided \, ^3, ere not all zero.
If we subject this latter form to the translation,
'"^^ obtain.
Hence, if \/ we can so ^ix l^that the coefficient of
is z<^ro. We hove, then, three oases
t
Case I. lJ.)/o Reduced form, \ <^^^
Case II. A ') , Rcduced form , \ z^+}j£^^ - ^/^^ ^^-^
C ase III. y^,/'^,ArO,/^=o Reduced form, \z^'f-1'h^z^-^P\^z^-hc^

The third ^orm ed-nits of still further siTnT>lific??tion ^hen
for, if ^VG subject it to the orthogon&l transformetion,
have ^b^, Z3»n
-3 •
Under this trsnsforination, Az^ goes into A,z;^ and c^^reiuains c^^,
V'o m&y non vyrite the reduced foms?
Case I. Reduced fora, As,^l<-'-W-^ '^^^
————— ' ;
-J.
Case II. A.'l/'^Ji^O Reduced form, A^,^ A^-^''"!,^^-^ -I^
Case III. Reduced form, Azr-^ "^y^s ^
It is, moreover, elwoys possible, in opse cj^ and cj^&re both
different '^rom zero, to cause the constant terr. to v?^nish by a siF.-
ple translation. ?or, putting Zj^f^-^r, '7o have for the part of
the form affected, ^oj^t'-^cj^ , ^nd hence vre can sl«rays so choose
(Tas to make c^/="''»
Since it is oasily verified that b trj^nslation ^olloTred by a
rotation cen alr'/ays be replaced by the sane rotation followed by a
determinable translation, it is plain ths^t the general equation of
a quadric nay nl^/pys be reduced to its most simple form by a single
rotation ('ibout the oririn) folXovred by a sin{-le translation.
The ^inp.l r-^duc^d ^orm is then !
where either A^or c^^is zero, and either c^^ or c^^ is zero.

CHAPTER III.
CLASSIFICATION OP THF REI^CED POmS.
!!• DIRECT DnTRMINATIOSI OF THE C0EFPICIFM7S OF THE RFDUCFD
?om{. Under the rotation and translation which reduces the general
equation of a quadric to standard fom, the equation
^,S:a,^x, 2 ^^a.^x^ a^^ « />(x> x> goes over into
Hence, by Theorem
,(>) =
is equal to
-> 8,^
^4 C7>1.^
for ell values of ^ .
Similarly for the principal **irst Tiinors in the upper le^t-
hend comers, which we denote respectively hy A^f ) ), end ( \ ),
Expanding a,(^) ty Cauchy's expansion,*^' we obtain
^^^^
Mathews • revision of Scott 'a Dotorminsnts (Cambridr-c, 100^ ), p. 'I?,
Pascal, Die Detcminanten, p,^.r>.

Hence,
+{+ A, -^X.+ Ajj A
I
We shall now shorr that we cen detemine the coefficients of
' the reduced form dj^rcctly from the originel equation of the quedric
vyj.thout hevinp: to determine the reduclnr substitution.
From the ebovo identity, the follov7in(r is obvious;
I
RUT.E
First , factorige A„(X), obtg.ini n/r the real nirabors A,, \, \»
Second, deterraino the, first terms of a^(>) and h ( \).resT?ectively.
when the terms of thosQ t>olynoraials er£. arr^np^ed in Rscend-
,
ing, DO-7^rs of A •
Finally . e/?cordin>rr as. tho nuadric is of tyr)e I.- » » 221 III* » ^^12^)
the power gjr A in the. first tern of (X) is th e,,, seme as,
hi;^he^ than , or lo?rer than the Dower of A iM. ^^^'st tera,
of A. (A).
TYPE I. Cj^^O, c^O . First term of Ro(M is c^^.
TYP^ IT. c c^«0 . ?irst torn o f a. (A) contains positive power
TYPE III. c^^/'^» ^4.^^ • PiJ'st term o^ ^° is c^ .
A

Kavirif; thuB determined,), the type, and c^if th« type
is 1., Cj^if tne type is ill, the reduced equation r.ny "bo T?rrltten
at onoe, as follows
t
FIRS? TYPE KGduced eciuotion, AC"^ /\^z, 5^^«0
X, Central Puadric
I y}^^, /^=0 Elliptic or Hyperbolic Cylinder
,
I )V0, A-'O Two Parallel Planes
SFCOT^L TYPE Reduced equation, ^/-/"^ X^^-f ^0
11, V/^^iV"^ ^^^^
Xi k-'^ Two Intersooting Pianos
llg Ayo, , Ag=0 Two Coincident Planes
THIRD TYPE RcducfJd equation A-r^^^^-^ ^^s/^;?
ill,. A'/l/'^» Paraboloid
lli^ /\^"'» /^v-'^f Parebollc Cylinrv-'r.
Similarly, Tor the conies, ^vo obtain?
P|RST TYPF Reduced eouation, /I, z,%- ^c^^^O
Ellipse or Hyperbola
I Two Parallel I-ines
gFCOTvD TYPF roducod o<ju?-tion, A^/^-^ X"^^ =^
II A. /1 7^-^ T".?© intorscctinc; Lines
11^ yj^/o, Two Coincident T ines
THIRD TYpr Reduced ©quction -f- ^c^^z^ =0
111^ \ ^0 , /!^=rr) Parabol
e

12«~XA.MPLES. As an Illustration of the generel method of the
last article, consider the ouadric,
4x%- y'^-H-^.z'^- 4yz -f-???x - ^xy Px - 'ly r»z 1 «0
14
- > 4
-S
4
1
9 ^ - )
)
= The quadric is therefore of
Type III., end since we have 20j^:^,the roduoed equation is.
92,""+
-^z^ =0, or, '^z/Vz • Hence the
cipal parabolic section is •
Again, consider the quedric.
llx"^ 10y*"-f- f^z'^ nyz 42X - 1*^xy - 12 «0
11 -> 2
( > ) -
-6 10
-) -4
f?
-1?
>- > )
The quadric is evidently of Type I., ^ith c^= ~1P. The reduced eq-
uation is therefore,
5z,^-^ ez^-f-l'-^z^- 12 =0, or, z, -f- -^n^-^-^zl"- 4 =0,
Discussed by the ordinary method in C.Cmith, Solid 3eometry,p,6'^,
Salmon, Geometry of ""hree Dimensions, p. 71,

CHAPTER IV.
CLASSI?1CATI0K tJY ?^FAHG OF RAUK .
1!^. DIRECT DETERMIJJATION OP THE TYPE OF CO?UC OTi QUADRIC. It
Is quite often desirable to Imovr merely the type of a conic or qued-
ric, any further knowledge not beinn; essential.
Such a detcrrflination can "be made directly . as we shell now show
without any further calculation than the determination of the rank
of the determinant of the equation, and the rank of its first prin-
cipal minor in the upper left-hand corner.
By Theorem B,Chap.Il., the rank of each of these determinants
is an absolute invarient under rigid displacements of the conic or
Quadric; that is, these ranks will be the same ^or the equation in
its simt)lcEt reduced form as for the original unreduced equation.
if, then, 7re determine the rank of the determinant of the gen-
eral equation.
and the rank of its principal first minor in the utip'^r left-hand
comer, ^or each of the cases of pmP5, which cases represent merely
the various possibilities as to the vanishing of the coefficients.
quadric in each case, in whatever form its equation may be.
Now it fortunately happens that those ranks are distinct '^or
the several types of quadric, and moreover all the possibilities as
to rank are exhausted by these several types.
Kence we have the following convenient moans of classification
by a mere inspection of the equation in whatever form it may happen
those ranks will be characteristic of the type of
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Kank of tho dot- Rank of its prin-
erainant of the cipal first minor
orir~inal unred- in the upper loft
uced equation. hand comor.
7YPE
4 ? T*• J Cpntral fuadric
4 ?. III^ Paraboloid
T f
******/ Conf?
"^"•liTstic or HvTJf^srbolic Cyl.
? 1 III, Parabolic Cylinder
( t i"*^ifo Intersecting PlJisnes
Two Parallel Planes
1 II T'.7o Coincident Pianos
1 ^ Eauation linnsr
The necessary changes 1 n the of conies will be recogniz-
od without difficulty, ^.o obtain?
"J FlliDse or HvoBrbola
? 1 Parabola
?? TTi?o Tntfrsce t ^ n? Tines
?> 1 Two Parallel Lines
1 1 Two Coincidfi^nt Lin©s
1
--
Equation lin«?ar

ir
14. As an exaraple of the foregoing nethod, cnsidpr tbo quadric ,
4x% yV ^-z'^- Ays -»-^2X - ^xy '^x - 4y -f- 52 -^-1 =0 .
The df^terninant to be considered is,
4 4 1
-2 1 -t? -P
Pddinr twice the second coliaran to the ^irst and to the third,
which does not ch&nge the ranl< of either o** the deterfninants ^ith
which WG are conefrnod tc heve.
1
1 -2
—9
whence it is evident that the deterralncpnt of the origlnel eque-tion
is of rank 5, and that its principal first minor in the upper left-
hcnd comer is of rank 1.
The quadric represented is consecuently r r>arebolic cylinder.
ft
C.S!!3lth, Solid Seotaetry, p. 63.
B6chor, Introduction to Higher /^gebra, p.nru
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